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How to Stop Social Media Account Hacks
The words “social media hack” have become synonymous with embarrassing headlines. These articles feature prominent
companies and figures that have fallen victim to misuse of their social channels.
Social media has risen in popularity and hackers see prominent social accounts as a ripe target. The social networks of
Burger King, Associated Press, Jeep, and even President Obama have all been splayed open by hackers, exposing them
to public humiliation. Within hours of ringing in the 2014 New Year, both Skype and Snapchat suffered hacking attacks.
Little has been done to address the hacking problem despite continued headlines. Most organizations lack the protective
countermeasures or the expertise to mitigate risk and respond to incidents. Few companies know how to re-gain control
after an account compromise or how to prevent an attack in the first place.
Most often, prevention efforts rely solely on the controls available within the social media platforms. These controls include
two-factor authentication, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption, or manual review of comments and posts.
These built-in security systems have their own set of
problems and do little to mitigate hacking risks. For example,
two-factor authentication is not universally available and
does not operate on a per user basis. This means that
accounts with multiple administrators remain vulnerable.
Many corporate accounts have multiple administrators and
are exposed to this risk. Likewise, SSL encryption does
not address the hacking problem. It is designed to secure
communications in a web session rather than prevent an
unauthorized user from accessing an account. Manual
content filtering is simply unsustainable. Not only is it
inefficient and prone to human error, it is also tremendously
resource intensive.
Additionally, poor password management is common for social media managers and puts companies at risk. Typical
mistakes include storing credentials in Excel and sharing passwords with colleagues.
Despite hacking risks, organizations embrace social media as an essential tool in their marketing and communications
strategies. Companies continue to invest resources to build up their social infrastructure. U.S. brands will spend an
estimated $35.98 billion on social advertising in 2017. This unguarded influx of money has created a hacker’s dream. All
attackers need is a simple password to turn a social infrastructure investment into a moneymaking opportunity.
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Hacker Techniques, Detection, and Prevention Methods
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and the other social networks have tools in place to detect and defend against direct hacking
attempts. The most common methods hackers use to gain access to accounts is through poorly maintained passwords,
authorized users, and compromised applications.

Poor Password Management
Looking at today’s social media password management is
like stepping back to email security in the ‘90s. Departments
share passwords, dole out administrative access like candy,
and keep credentials stored openly on Post-Its.
A seemingly “advanced” organization might have an
Excel file containing a list of everyone who has access,
including usernames and passwords. They often email
or IM the forgotten passwords or store the Excel file on a
shared drive.
Employees come and go. They often maintain access to your accounts even after they leave. This is especially common
when their access was established through their personal social media account. Your PR and marketing firms also share
access with their employees, many of whom you will likely never know or meet.
Bottom line: we can all acknowledge the lack of security on social media. It’s only a matter of time before someone
loses the password list or gets infected with malware that steals the stored passwords. It is almost inevitable that a
current or former administrator will publish something inappropriate on your corporate page. It might be an accident, or it
might be a revenge attempt from a disgruntled employee. No matter how it happens, an account hack can have lasting
consequences for your company.
Organizations need to look beyond the common misconception
that a social media publishing tool will solve the password access
problem. No single marketing tool should completely manage
access. Additionally, employees have good reasons to use the social
platform’s native functionality. They may need to pin a post or buy
paid ads. Your organization needs more than a publishing tool. You
need a way to manage access to your social accounts.
If the problem is understood, why aren’t organizations addressing
the access issue? The answer is simple: most marketing, security, and
compliance personnel don’t think there a solution exists. In fact, the
solution is simple.
First, you should stop giving employees and partners direct access to your social media accounts and marketing
applications. Instead, you should adopt Single Sign-On (SSO) technology that integrates with your corporate directory
services (e.g., LDAP). Using SSO, you can automatically identify users and groups. Then you can provision access
based on policy (e.g., the social media team can access your social media publishing tool).
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SSO technology acts as an interface between your
employees and your accounts. Instead of giving all
your account and application passwords to every
employee who needs access, you store your credentials
in the SSO solution. Then, your employees create their
own username and password for the SSO solution.
When they log in via SSO, they will only have access
to the accounts and applications they are authorized
to use. Changes to a user’s access can be controlled
centrally without changing account passwords.
With this process, your uses don’t need to remember
multiple usernames or passwords. When employees
join or leave your organization their access is added or
removed from your social cannels and marketing apps—
just as they are added to or removed from your corporate
directory services.
Following these steps reduce your risk of a security threat, hack, and employee misuse of your accounts:
1. Adopt a social media security solution that includes user authentication and access management for social media
platforms and applications.
2. Work with your IT department to identify groups or users within your directory services infrastructure who should have
access to your social accounts.
3. Map the employees and partners to the applications to which they should have access. Create and apply those profiles
and mappings in your social media security tool (e.g., social response team can access listening and publishing tools).
4. Don’t give out direct access to your social media accounts and applications. If you have in the past, rescind access and
notify your employees and partners.
5. Make sure your employees know not to share their credentials and why. Education is a cornerstone of good
security practice.
Proofpoint Password Lockbox helps administrators streamline and centrally manage secure access controls to your
brand’s social media accounts. Simply provision and de-provision user access and seamlessly monitor and manage who
can access which social accounts.
Password Lockbox reduces your attack surface by ensuring users never have administrator-level passwords. Your
employees and partners get protection from fraud and spear fishing attacks, and hackers can’t obtain the credentials
to directly access your brand’s social accounts.
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Phishing Attacks
Phishing attacks usually seek financial or confidential information and appear to come from a legitimate sender. For
example, the hacker sends a message that appears to be from Facebook asking the recipient to “log in” to or “authorize”
the social media account. The user, who thinks she is logging into her Facebook account, enters her username and
password into a fake login page, which captures the credentials and passes them to the hacker.
Phishing attacks are highly targeted. Hackers will use social media to identify who the administrators are for your branded
accounts and then use email and/or direct messaging to target them.
Follow these three steps to prevent a phishing attack:
1. Limit the number of administrators and applications that have authorized access to your social media accounts. This
helps minimize your attack surface. Use a password management solution, such as Proofpoint Password Lockbox, to
ensure your employees and partners don’t have the root credentials to your social media accounts and applications.
2. Educate your account administrators on phishing attacks that request their login credentials. Never click on links in these
emails or messages. Instead, administrators should use their web browser to navigate directly to their social media
account. If the account requires a password change or re-authorization, it will prompt the user on the webpage directly.
3. Ensure your administrators use strong passwords and that they are always different from their personal or corporate
usernames and passwords. If there are too many passwords to remember, consider using a secure password vault such
as LastPass, Proofpoint, or OneLogin. These tools provide an added verification benefit; they will only automatically fill in
information on legitimate sites.
Some phishing attacks are successful and lead to an account takeover. Proofpoint ProfileLock detects account hacks and
enables administrators to lock down hacked accounts. The solution takes a snapshot of preferred account settings
and notifies administrators of account changes. ProfileLock looks for account changes to privileges, administrators,
descriptions, profile photos, links, emails, and more. If the account is compromised, ProfileLock can also automatically
remove unauthorized content.
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Browser and Cookie Attacks
Social networks are designed to keep you logged in. Connections
to your social media networks don’t time out because they use an
authentication cookie. However, keeping a browser session open
provides the perfect avenue for hackers to access your social
media accounts.
These cookies are easily intercepted when you connect to open
Wi-Fi networks. If an attacker intercepts the cookie from one of
the social networks, he can post or make changes with the same
permissions of the logged in administrator.
If your administrator logs into your corporate Facebook page from
a shared computer and forgets to log out, the next user of that
computer can makes changes to your account and publish to
your page.
Additionally, if an administrator inadvertently visits a page infected with malware and has a browser open to your branded
Facebook or YouTube account, the hacker may be able to inject content onto your page via the open browser session.
Browser attacks are either very targeted or not at all. A targeted browser attack is typically a combination of a phishing
scheme and a generic browser attack via malware. However, a non-targeted attack usually circulates in a mass email
or hacked website that your administrator randomly encounters. You can defend against non-targeted attacks with
consistent security training.
To prevent targeted browser and cookie attacks, follow these five steps:
1. Ensure administrators only access your social media accounts from trusted machines and require them to log out after
each session.
2. Ensure administrators always use secure connections (i.e., HTTPS) when logging in.
3. Use authorized publishing, listening, and other social media tools to access your social media accounts. Do not directly
login to social media networks, unless necessary. When you must login directly, use a trusted and clean computer.
4. Ensure your administrators use trusted devices to access your social accounts and that the devices are running up-todate anti-malware software.
5. Use Proofpoint ProfileLock to get an overview of your accounts, receive alerts when changes are made, and automatic
removal of unauthorized content in the event of a hack.

For a complete description of roles and responsibility management for
social media security and compliance, read our paper here:
go.proofpoint.com/roles-and-responsibilities-for-social-media-risk-management.
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How to Secure Your Social Media Accounts
Collaboration between social media and security teams helps prevent social media account hacks. While the onus of
protecting a brand’s accounts ultimately falls on IT security, inter-department coordination provides greater visibility into
how the company is engaging on social media and helps define required protection measures.
There are many people, process, and technology safeguards brands can implement to protect themselves and their
followers. As a start, here are three steps you can take:

Know Your Basics
It’s important to have a full understanding of your social account
footprint. You need to find all your social accounts before
you can protect them. Identify your primary and secondary
accounts, as well as the stakeholders responsible for managing
each of them. You should designate a primary account holder
and a crisis communication team. In doing so, you’ll create a
working committee that fosters a culture of awareness and open
interaction across departments. This will help you protect your
brand from hackers.
Take stock of both your company and employee-owned accounts when you begin your account search. Employees often
create accounts for themselves or on behalf of your organization (e.g., affiliated with a particular region or product, etc.)
unbeknownst to the brand manager or corporate communications team. These accounts may be active or orphaned, but
are often widespread. Although your organization may have its list of “official” accounts, a hacker targeting an unknown or
unofficial page can still do a lot of damage.
Manual searches across all major social networks can be a time consuming effort. We recommend that you automate the
search process with technology that also provides recurring scans. This is important as new accounts may be created at
any time and by any one. Once you have an inventory of your accounts, identify everyone who has login access to both your
accounts and applications. Confirm that each user’s access is authorized. Work with your IT team to integrate a social media
security tool to govern who can access which social platforms and apps. This will also allow you to automate seamless
provisioning and de-provisioning.
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Prevent and Detect
Reduce the number of direct administrators for each
account; strengthen your passwords, and use password
management solutions. These simple steps can make a
big difference in minimizing risk. Weak passwords create
vulnerability. With your brand’s reputation at stake, it is
worth the effort to amp up your basic security measures.
Create a strong, complex password and regularly refresh
it to make it difficult for hackers to access your account.
Make sure your users do not self-manage passwords or
have direct access to your social accounts and apps.
Instead, manage access via your SSO tool — just as
you govern access to the rest of the applications your
organization uses (e.g., email, IM, corporate network
access, etc.).
Giving more people access to your accounts makes it
easier for an unauthorized party to gain access. Every
employee with direct access is a prime target for phishing
attacks, so be selective. Limit the number of people who
can perform key activities that open your company up to
risk, such as installing apps or authorizing a mobile device.
You can limit the number of users that have access to your brand’s social media accounts with planning and technology.
Using an SSO solution like Proofpoint Password Lockbox, you can create roles and policies for access.
Roles let you decide who is responsible for managing and protecting your social infrastructure. This infrastructure includes
installed apps and account configurations, media and ad purchases, and social engagement tools. Despite the need
for direct account access, SSO technology mitigates the need for users to have, know, and use credentials that directly
access the accounts and apps.
Third party applications often go hand-in-hand with social media use. While great for promotional capabilities, they can also
introduce risk. Social media apps connect to your accounts via the authorization of an access token. These tokens often
provide read and write access to comments and posts—access that indefinite unless revoked. If an application’s access
token database is unencrypted, hacked, or stolen, an attacker can pass the token over to the platform’s API and gain access
to the account.
To mitigate this risk, reduce the number of apps installed on your account and the number of users with access. Ideally,
your organization should only use three to six connected apps at one time. These could include a publishing app; customer
support / CRM, or community management app; a photo / video sharing app; an ad or content placement platform; a
designated mobile content publishing app (if different from your primary publishing app); and your security app.
Use social media security technology to automatically limit the apps authorized to publish on your behalf and to ward off the
risk of an admin mistakenly installing an unauthorized application. Choose a solution that can also monitor your accounts for
anomalies that are indicators of a hack. Automated monitoring is especially important for secondary accounts where dayto-day governance may not be as tight as it is on your primary accounts. While manual monitoring of accounts for warning
signs is certainly valuable, implementing automated technology improves accuracy and expedites the process, saving you
valuable time and resources.
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If a Hack Does Occur, Respond Immediately
If your account is compromised, immediately lock down all your
publishing apps. The last thing you want is for your publishing
platforms to continue churning out bad content. Disabling any
application capable of spreading the negative content will help
you avoid further damage.
In the aftermath of a hack, you should also take swift action to
remove the unwanted content. The best way to do this is through
automated technology, which takes immediate action to address
the problem and put your social accounts back on the right track.
Next, contact the social platforms and regain total control. Here is a
list of ways to contact some of the leading social networks:
1. Facebook report a hacked account: www.facebook.com/hacked
2. Twitter support request: support.twitter.com/forms/signin
3. Google+ account recovery: www.google.com/accounts/recovery
4. YouTube hacked account: support.google.com/youtube/answer/76187?hl=en
5. Instagram hacked accounts: help.instagram.com/368191326593075
6. Pinterest account security: en.help.pinterest.com/forums/21100817-Account-Security
7. LinkedIn no access to primary email address: help.linkedin.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/1501
Create and implement a clear communications plan for the smoothest
post-hack recovery. This plan should be cover both your employees and
the media. It’s important for your company to run as cohesively as possible
following a security event. Your communications plan is critical to unify
your response and ensure your team members know their role in the
recovery effort.
While there may be no such thing as an impenetrable social media account,
the above steps will strengthen your company’s social fortress, remove
vulnerabilities, and help you efficiently respond to an attack.
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Six Steps to Stopping an Account Hack with Proofpoint
If you do have a breach, here are some best practices collected from Proofpoint Social Media Protection customers:
1. Establish access roles and privileges with Proofpoint Password Lockbox. This streamlines password management,
eliminates shared passwords, and removes direct credential access to your social media accounts and applications.
2. “Lock” the account via the Proofpoint ProfileLock email alert or in the ProfileLock user interface. ProfileLock takes
a snapshot of your account information and alerts you when there’s a change. ProfileLock will also lock down your
account and prevent future publishing should an unauthorized change occur. Watch the video demo here.
3. Select the “Block All Apps” policy for any compromised accounts. If the breach is likely to spread, use this technique to
temporarily stop all activity across accounts.
4. If you cannot recover the account by resetting passwords, contact the platform immediately to suspend the account.
5. Develop an internal communication system and pre-defined messages that let your stakeholders know about the situation.
These notifications should include the actions already taken, the procedure to follow, and the correct messages for the press.

6. Create a hidden web page with a shortened link that is pre-approved and ready if an event occurs. The page should
have a basic template in place that you can quickly modify with the proper response. This link can then be shared
across the appropriate channels to drive a clear and consistent message.
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Social Network Ad Spending: www.emarketer.com/Article/Social-Network-Ad-Spending-Hit-2368-Billion-Worldwide-2015/1012357
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